infants' ability to perceive speech in noise [14] .
If adult gaze fixations serve as the benchmark, then there is still much uncertainty about when and where people direct their attention during speech perception and what benefit they gain from the distribution of attention. The proportion of time spent on regions of interest, such as the eyes or mouth, varies considerably in studies. The reasons for this variability are many: different visual stimuli with different salience characteristics, dramatically different definitions of regions of interest, different tasks, and so on. A number of additional factors complicate knowing what is driving visual attention in audiovisual speech perception. First, the visual information is spread across the face, and motion of a wide area of facial surface can statistically predict the acoustics of speech [15] . Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that fixating away from the mouth does not diminish the influence of visual speech on perception [16] because the necessary visual information is carried by relatively low spatial frequency components of the image [17] .
Young language learners use visual information, if it is available, for many aspects of the development of communication, ranging from establishing shared attention with an adult to gathering emotional and linguistic information. The latter can include rhythmical information about the prosody of sentences from the head and eyebrows and detailed phonetic information from the mouth and face. Because all of this information is conveyed in parallel by the talker, it is a challenge to know what information requires focused attention. This challenge is increased by the demands of real social interaction. Studies have suggested that infants behave differently when confronted with a live talking face than when confronted with a video of a talking face [18] . Moreover, there is growing evidence that social factors may strongly modulate speech production behaviour in young children. For example, Goldstein and Schwade [19] found that nine-and-a-half-month-olds modeled an adult's speech patterns only if the adult interacted with the child in a contingent manner. The technology now exists to track children's eye movements as they move about the world [20] ; thus, it will be exciting to see these issues addressed in future research.
In summary, a new and fascinating developmental phenomenon has been identified [1] . Children fixate different regions of the human face during different stages of development. Their fixations also depend on how familiar they are with the language being spoken by the speaker they are confronted with. The behaviour clearly marks changes in information gathering for communication and we anticipate that the finding will motivate increased focus on audiovisual speech processing as children acquire language. Dendritic Patterning: ThreeDimensional Position Determines Dendritic Avoidance Capability Neurons develop mutually exclusive dendritic domains through self-avoidance and tiling mechanisms. Two recent studies establish that this process is dependent on the restriction of dendrites to a two-dimensional plane through interactions with the extracellular matrix.
Peri T. Kurshan and Kang Shen*
The ability to accurately sample and transduce sensory or synaptic information is a key role of neuronal dendritic arbors. These often highly complex structures determine a neuron's connectivity pattern and therefore influence the information processing that occurs within that cell. Although there is great diversity of dendritic arbor size, shape and complexity, there are also conserved mechanisms that allow dendrites to pattern a region in a manner that ensures appropriate coverage. In particular, molecular mechanisms that allow the dendrites of a single neuron to recognize and avoid each other ('self-avoidance'), or that allow the dendrites of a class of neurons to avoid overlapping with each other ('tiling') have been a topic of much research [1, 2] . Two recent papers [3, 4] published in Neuron have shed new light on the issue of dendritic self-avoidance and tiling by uncovering novel mechanisms that determine whether dendrites will come into contact with each other in the first place.
The dendritic arborization (da) neurons of the Drosophila peripheral sensory system provide a useful system in which to study dendritic development as they consist of several different types of cells that have distinct branching patterns [5] . In particular, the dendrites of the highly branched class IV da neurons exhibit both self-avoidance, which allows for maximal coverage of the body wall, as well as tiling, which avoids redundancy and ambiguous sampling of the sensory environment ( Figure 1A ). Class IV dendrites readily overlap with the dendrites of other classes of da neurons, illustrating the specificity of avoidance to dendrites of neurons of the same class [5] .
The cellular mechanisms of dendritic self-avoidance have been thought to occur primarily through contact-mediated self-repulsion. In Drosophila, alternative splicing of the gene encoding the transmembrane immunoglobin protein Down syndrome cell adhesion molecule (Dscam) can result in over 38,000 possible isoforms, with the specific isoform expressed by any given neuron being determined stochastically [6] . Homophillic repulsive interactions between identical isoforms expressed by the dendrites of a single cell underlie dendritic self-avoidance [7] . The mechanisms regulating tiling are less well-understood, but a molecular pathway involving the Ste20 family kinase Hippo [8] , a NDR family kinase Tricornered (Trc) and a Trc activator Furry (Fry) [9] , as well as components of the target of rapamycin complex 2 (TORC2) that activate Trc [10] , has been shown to be involved in both tiling and self-avoidance.
All the previous studies in da neurons have assumed that the dendrites of these neurons exist in a two-dimensional plane, such that any apparent dendritic crossings are a result of a failure in contact-mediated repulsion. The two recent studies [3, 4] contradict this assumption by showing that, although most dendritic branches do indeed lie on a plane along the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the epidermal cells, occasionally branches can become enclosed within or between epidermal cells, thus traveling in a more superficial plane than a neighboring branch. This discovery adds another 'dimension' to dendritic self-avoidance and tiling: for proper coverage, dendrites must not only engage in contact-mediated repulsion when they encounter each other, but in addition they must be confined to a single two-dimensional layer so that they can encounter each other in the first place ( Figure 1B) . Han et al. [3] use high-resolution confocal microscopy coupled with deconvolution to look at the displacement of dendrites in the z-axis, while Kim et al. [4] use a no-detergent staining technique coupled with labeling of a septate junction protein that together identify regions of branch enclosure.
In looking for a molecular mechanism underlying dendrite enclosure, both groups found that the incidence of these embedded branches was higher in neurons lacking integrin subunits, and lower after integrin subunit overexpression, suggesting that integrins may be responsible for retaining the dendritic branch along the ECM. Integrins are a major class of transmembrane receptors that bind the ECM and anchor it to the intracellular actin cytoskeleton [11] . In this way they are a bridge between the extracellular environment and intracellular growth and signaling events. Han et al. [3] additionally provide evidence that epidermally derived laminin, a component of the ECM, may be the integrin ligand responsible for retaining dendrites at the ECM.
The three-dimensional displacement of dendrites away from the ECM leads to instances of dendritic crossing that occur with no actual contact between branches. This occurs more frequently in integrin mutants, but Han et al. [3] show that the Trc/Fry and TORC2 pathway tiling mutants also exhibit an increased incidence of dendrite enclosure, and that most dendritic crossings in these mutants are in fact a result of dendritic enclosure rather than defects in contact repulsion. Time-lapse imaging confirms that contact repulsion is still normal in these mutants. Moreover, overexpression of integrins in fry or trc mutants anchors the dendrites at the ECM, resulting in both fewer enclosures as well as fewer apparent dendritic crossings. The conclusion is that the defect in these 'tiling' mutants is one of improper attachment to the ECM rather than a defect in contact-mediated repulsion as was originally thought. Interestingly, the self-avoidance mediated by Dscam is shown by both groups to be contact-mediated, and avoidance defects in Dscam mutants are not simply a result of dendrite enclosure. The underlying mechanisms mediating dendritic self-avoidance and tiling thus rely both on contact-mediated repulsion and on processes that restrict dendrites to a two-dimensional space so that they can indeed contact each other.
Together these results point to the importance of understanding the cellular milieu as well as the three-dimensional environment in which neurons develop. Whether two-dimensional restriction influences tiling or self-avoidance in other systems, such as the mammalian retina [12] or somatosensory axons [13] , remains unknown. In da neurons, the precise mechanism through which integrin signaling leads to retention of dendrites at the ECM, or the functional role (if any) of the occasional enclosed dendrites in wild-type animals, is also still unclear. Indeed, whether enclosure is simply a result of reduced adhesion or a more active and regulated process is unknown. Motor Control: Learning New Moves with Old Pumps A recent study has identified a novel form of short-term memory in the spinal cord that employs a ubiquitous mechanism for cellular homeostasis to encode neuronal network activity and adjust locomotor behaviour on the basis of past performance.
John Simmers
As the London Olympics approach, every armchair athlete knows that sprint events take place over consecutive days, while longer races will be staged at intervals that increase proportionately with the distance and endurance of the event, leading ultimately to the one-off marathon. Past experience and knowledge of how to optimise metabolic recovery and physical performance while minimising risk of injury are the self-evident dictates of such scheduling. Moreover, whereas a sprinter attempts to operate maximally throughout each event, in a trade-off between speed and endurance, the marathonian must conserve physical effort in order to achieve distance. While these distinctions are generally associated with the demands and constraints of peripheral muscle metabolism and fatigue, whether limiting factors are additionally imposed by the underlying motor circuits within the central nervous system itself remains largely unknown.
Do animals also possess the ability to adjust the expression of their locomotory behaviour according to how far and how fast they have previously run, flown, or swum? In their report in this issue of Current Biology, Zhang and Sillar [1] present compelling evidence that the spinal motor circuitry responsible for generating swimming in the Xenopus frog tadpole is indeed capable of making experience-dependent changes to its locomotor actions. Intriguingly, moreover, this short-term memory capacity is attributed to the often overlooked actions of the electrogenic Na + /K + exchange pump, an essential yet unfashionable cellular mechanism that is omnipresent in the different tissues of most organisms.
Locomotion in Xenopus tadpoles, as in vertebrates generally, is produced by a central pattern generator (CPG) network within the animal's spinal cord and hindbrain, and is one of the best understood motor circuits in terms of constituent neuron identities, their membrane properties and synaptic wiring [2] . Moreover, how such rhythmogenic networks operate [3] and are influenced by sensory and brain inputs in order to adjust motor output to immediate behavioural demands [4, 5] is becoming increasingly understood. But whether animals such as the relatively simple tadpole can adjust future locomotor performance
